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Abstract— Within the current world once entire internet is 

currently looming from content information to multimedia 

system information, one in every of the main safety 

considerations is that the protection of this multimedia system 

information. An image that covers the very preeminent 

preparation of the multimedia system information, its 

protection is extremely necessary. This may be achieved by 

Image coding. This paper introduces a hybrid framework for 

data security using blowfish and visual cryptography. In this 

paper encryption takes place by completely different steps 

foremost the information is reborn into image then and every 

pixel of the image is reinvigorated to its equivalent eight 

binary range, and in this eight bit range, the amount of bits, 

that area unit adequate the length of the amount generated 

from the password, area unit turned and reversed ,then further 

more visual cryptography is applied that uses pictures 

distributed as shares specified once the shares area unit 

superimposed a hidden image disclosed and ultimately the 

blowfish algorithmic program is applied for coding of 

information, Blowfish may be a symmetric coding 

algorithmic program, that means that it uses a similar secret 

key to each cypher and decode messages, Blowfish is 

additionally a block cipher, that means that it divides a 

message up into mounted length blocks throughout coding 

and secret writing the block length for Blowfish is sixty four 

bits, messages that are not a multiple of eight bytes in size 

should be muffled.  The projected technique is tested on 

completely different information files and therefore the 

results were much more than satisfactory. 

Key words: Visual Cryptography, Algorithmic Program, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is a learning of methods for protecting 

communication in the occurrence of third parties (called 

adversaries). More commonly, it is nearly assembling and 

studying protocols that overcome the influence of adversaries 

and which are linked to numerous aspects in data security 

such as data privacy, data integrity, and authentication 

(Certification) [1]: 

Plain Text [2]: Plaintext is information a sender 

wishes to transmit to a receiver. 

Ciphertext [3]: Ciphertext (or cipher text) is the 

result of encrypting performed on plain text using an 

algorithm, known as a cipher. 

Encryption is the procedure of converting the data 

into some other data by means of an algorithm so that any 

illegal individual cannot locate it. Only the individual who 

has a key (anti of that algorithm) can watch that image. 

Types of Cryptography: 

There are two main variety of cryptography: 

1) Secret key cryptography (symmetric key cryptography) 

2) Public key cryptography 

Secret key cryptography: In this, individually the 

sender and the receiver know the same secret code, named the 

key. Messages are encrypted by the sender by appliances of 

the key and decrypted by the receiver by means of the 

identical key. 

Public key cryptography, likewise called 

asymmetric key cryptography. It applied encryption and 

decryption algorithm couple. With public key cryptography, 

keys work in couple of matched public and private keys. 

Encryption is the process of transmute the image 

into some other image using an algorithm so that any 

unauthorized person cannot notice it. Only the person who 

has a key (anti of that algorithm) can notice that image5. 

The image encryption is to allow the image securely 

over the network so that no unpossessed user can potential to 

decrypt the image. Image encryption, video encryption, chaos 

rooted encryption have applications in many fields 

accompanied the internet communication, devolution, 

medical imaging, Telemedicine and military Communication 

etc. Encryption will be defined as the metamorphose of plain 

message into a form called a cipher text that can’t be read by 

someone without decrypting the encrypted text .Decryption 

is the opposite process of encryption which is the procedure 

of transforming the encrypted text into original plain text, so 

that it can be read [4]. 

A. Secrete sharing technique-Secret Sharing method is 

frequently used in allocating sensitive data between specific 

people. In this method a picture is divided into two shares: 

Visual cryptography (VC) is a secret sharing system, founded 

on black and white or binary pictures. Ulterior pictures are 

separated into segment pictures which, on their own, disclose 

no evidence of the original data. Shares may be scattered to 

numerous parties so that only by cooperating with a suitable 

number of additional parties, can the resulting combined 

shares disclose the undisclosed image. Regaining of the top-

secret can be completed by superimposing the segment 

pictures and, later, the decrypting procedure not mandatory 

any distinct hardware or software that can be easily 

completed by the human eye [5]. 

A simple (2, 2) visual cryptography system yields 2 

share images from an original image and must mound both 

shares to produce the original image. More usually, a (k, n) 

scheme yields n shares, but only need merging k shares to 

recuperate the secret image [5].  

To preserve the aspect ratio for the recuperated 

secret image for a (2, 2) system each pixel in the original copy 

can be exchanged in the share pictures by a 2 × 2 block of sub 

pixels. As revealed in Fig-1, if the original pixel is white, one 

of six mixtures of share pixels is arbitrarily produced. 

Equally, the possible share grouping of black pixels is also 

shown [5]. 
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Fig. 1: Visual Cryptography 

B. Encryption Algorithm- An encryption arrangement 

displays an important part in safeguarding the data in 

loading or transporting it. The encryption   procedures are 

categorized into: 

1) Symmetric (secret) keys encryption. 

2) Asymmetric (public) keys encryption. 

Blowfish is a symmetric encryption algorithm, 

which makes the use of same secret key for both encryption 

and decryption of message. It is a block cipher which means 

that it splits message into blocks of fixed length during 

encryption or decryption. It takes a alterable -length key, 

ranging from 32 bits to 448 bits. Blowfish Algorithm is a 

Feistel Network (mechanism), in which a straightforward 

encryption function is encored 16 times. The block size is 64 

bits, and the key may be of any length up to 448 bits [6].  

This algorithm is suitable for applications in which 

the key does not change very repeatedly. It is relatively faster 

as compared to other encryption algorithms over handling of 

more data. A Feistel network is a general scheme of 

transforming any function into a permutation. It was 

discovered by Horst Feistel and has been used in several 

block cipher designs [7]. 

This algorithm consists of two parts :  

1) Key-expansion part: In Key expansion, a key of at major 

part 448 bits is being converted into various sub key 

arrays totaling 4168 bytes.  

2) Data- encryption part: In Data encryption, 16-round 

Feistel network is used. Each round lie of a key 

dependent permutation, data-dependent replacement and 

a key. All manipulation are XORs and additions on 32-

bit words. The only additional manipulations are four 

indexed array data lookups per round [7]. 

Blowfish uses a large number of sub-keys during its 

implementing. These keys are computed before data 

encryption or decryption [8].  

The P-array consists of 18 sub-keys (32 bit):  

1 2 18
, ........ .P P P  

There are four S-boxes (32 bit) with 256 entries every:   

1,0 1,1 1,255 2,0 2,1 2,255 3,0 3,1 3,255 4,0 4,1 4 ,255
, , ...., , , , ..., , , , ..., , , , ...,S S S S S S S S S S S S

Encryption:  

 Blowfish has 16 (sixteen) rounds. The input is a 64-bit 

data substance, x . 

 Divide x into two 32-bit moiety: ,
L R

x x .  

 For 1i  to 16 

 


L L i
x x XOR P

  

  
R L R

x F x XOR x
  

 Swap L
x

 and R
x

  

 After the sixteenth round, swap 
L

x  and 
R

x  again to 

undo the last exchange.  

 17


R R
x x XOR P

 and 18


L L
x x XOR P

.  

 Finally, recombine 
L

x  & 
R

x  to get the cipher text. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. New image encryption method based on ICA, 2007: 

In this paper Alfalo and, A. Mansour in 2007 says in the very 

last epoch, Autonomous module analysis (ICA) grow into one 

of the most substantial signal dispensation paraphernalia. 

Lots of sets of rules have been anticipated to split effectively 

mono dimensional signals from their perceived mixed 

signals. In recent times, ICA has been applied to face 

gratitude exertion. In this script, a fresh intention for image 

encryption and decryption arrangement, based on ICA, is 

anticipated. Using a numeral of the collaborating method as 

an encryption method, single can hide worthwhile 

information transmitted over wireless channels. The 

substantial awareness of our style is to shelter the pass on 

evidence at dual stage: classical level consuming standard 

recipes and second glassy (spatial diversity) exhausting self-

governing transmitters. In the next level, a hacker would 

capture no single network but all of them in directive to 

convalesce the evidence. At premeditated earpiece, one can 

straightforwardly apply ICA algorithms to decrypt the 

acknowledged signals and pull concluded the information [9]. 

B. Color Extended Visual Cryptography Using Error 

Diffusion: 

In Koo Kang in 2011 says pigment visual cryptography 

scrambles a color secret memorandum into color halftone 

image shares. Previous techniques inside the literature show 

smart results for black and white or gray scale VC schemes, 

however, they don't seem to be sufficient to be applied on to 

paint shares due to utterly completely different color 

structures. Few methods for color visual cryptography are not 

adequate in rapports of fabricating either purposeless shares 

or meaty shares with low visual quality, leading to suspicion 

of cryptography. This tabloid announces the conception of 

visual data constituent synchronization and error diffusion to 

appreciate a color visual cryptography cryptography modus 

operandi that goods meaty color shares with high visual 

quality. Personage synchronization retains the positions of 

pixels carrying visual data of original photos throughout the 

pigment channels and error diffusion generates shares 

pleasurable to human eyes [10].  

C. An Image Encryption Method: SD-Advanced Image 

Encryption Standard: SD-AIES: 

J. Somdip Dey in2012 says that sanctuary of digital evidence 

in contemporary times is one of the furthermost imperative 

influences to retain in mind. For this intention, in this paper, 

the author has suggested a newfangled customary routine of 

image encryption. The projected routine be made of 4 altered 
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junctures: 1) First, a amount is spawned from the password 

and respectively pixel of the image is rehabilitated to its 

correspondent eight binary numeral, and in that eight bit 

numeral, the numeral of bits, which are identical to the 

dimension of the number engendered from the password, are 

alternated and upturned; 2) In second stage, drawn-out hill 

cipher performance is realistic by using unintentional matrix, 

which is spawned by same password jumble-sale in second 

stage of encryption to mark it extra sheltered; 3) In third (3rd) 

stage, generalized modified Vernam Cipher with feedback 

contrivance is jumble-sale on the file to fashion the next level 

of encryption; 4) Lastly in fourth stage, the unabridged image 

file is randomized manifold numeral of stints using adjusted 

MSA randomization encryption modus operandi and the 

randomization is reliant on alternative number, which is 

engendered since the password providing for encryption 

method. SD-AIES is an exalted description of SD-AEI Image 

Encryption Skill. The anticipated method, SD-AIES is tested 

on altered twin files and the grades remained far more than 

adequate [11].  

D. Performance Analysis of RC5, Blowfish and DES Block 

Cipher Algorithms: 

Harsh Kumar Verma in 2012 explain  Performance 

exploration of RC5, Blowfish and DES block cipher set of 

rules have been equipped on the root of accomplishment time 

and source deployment. CPU exploitation and celebratory 

exploitation both are painstaking for influential source 

feasting. These three systems are parameterized system and 

encrypt two w-bits at a time. Admissible adoptions for ‘w’ 

are 16 jiffs, 32 jiffs, and 64 jiffs. Blowfish and DES have 

identical prearrangement for encryption and decryption while 

RC5 have disparate. RC5 has 12 and Blowfish & DES have 

16 orders. These three set of rules have a variable hunk size 

and a inconstant key size in their erection. Routines of RC5 

& Blowfish algorithms have been judged on key size of 128-

bits, 192-bit and 256-bit although vital extent is motionless 

64-bit for DES in this paper [12].  

E. Image Encryption and Decryption Using Blowfish 

Algorithm in Matlab: 

Pia Singh Prof. Karamjeet Singh in 2013 labels that for 

instance of the accumulative petition for evidence 

safekeeping, twin encryption decryption has turn out to be an 

imperative inquiries zone and it has comprehensive 

submission diagnoses. The turf of encryption is charming 

identical significant in the contemporaneous epoch. Twin 

safekeeping is of paramount dread as netting bouts obligate 

grow into further and supplementary grim. Doppelgänger 

encryption decryption has submissions in internet 

communiqué, audiovisual aid arrangements, therapeutic 

imaging, telemedicine, unarmed communiqué, etc. Sundry 

doppelgänger comfortable encryption processes obligate 

stayed anticipated. To variety the numbers sheltered on or 

after innumerable outbreaks and for the truthfulness of facts 

we necessity encrypt the facts previously it is pass on or put 

away. Administration, soldierly, pecuniary association, 

sanatoria and sequestered professional transactions with 

personal portraits nearby their persevering (in Hospitals), 

topographical areas (in exploration ), adversary spots (in 

guard), merchandise, monetary prestige. Supreme of this 

evidence is at the present unruffled and warehoused on 

microelectronic workstations and diffused crosswise linkage 

to further workstation. If these trustworthy metaphors 

roughly rival situations, persistent and topographical 

expanses tumble hooked on the erroneous indicators, than 

such a fissure of retreat might central to declination of 

warfare, erroneous handling etc. Aggressive trustworthy 

metaphors is a decent and authorized constraint [13].  

F. Study of Encryption Algorithms (RSA, DES, 3DES and 

AES) for Information Security:  

Gurpreet Singh in 2013 yells that Encryption is the 

progression of trail biking a missive so that solitary the 

envisioned beneficiary container declaim the 

aforementioned. Encryption canister afford a revenues of 

acquiring evidence. As supplementary plus additional 

evidence is deposited on workstations or conversed via 

mainframes, the prerequisite to indemnify that this evidence 

is unassailable to meddling and/or tinkering befits extra 

germane. Thru the reckless advancement of cardinal facts 

altercation in automated approach, Evidence Sanctuary is 

flattering considerable extra imperative in records packing 

and broadcast. Evidence Concealment needs a protruding 

consequence in the revision of consciences, regulation and 

furthermost lately in Evidence Organizations. Through the 

fruition of hominoid astuteness, the knack of cryptography 

obligates turn out to be supplementary multifaceted in 

directive to variety evidence supplementary locked. 

Assortments of Encryption structures are actuality positioned 

in the creation of Evidence Structures by innumerable 

officialdoms. In this tabloid, an inspection of innumerable 

Encryption Set of rules is accessible [14]. 

G. An Extended Visual Cryptography Scheme without Pixel 

Expansion for Half Tone Images: 

Askari, H.M. Heys, and C.R. Moloney in 2013 says Visual 

cryptography may be a secret sharing theme that uses pictures 

distributed as shares such, once the shares are superimposed, 

a hidden secret image is unconcealed. In extended visual 

cryptography, the share pictures are made to contain 

important cowl pictures, thereby providing eventuality for 

integrating visual cryptography and biometric security 

techniques. In   this paper, we propose a way for process tone 

pictures that improves the standard of the share pictures and 

the recovered secret image in a very next concluded visual 

cryptography theme that the scale of the share pictures and 

therefore the recovered image is that the same as for the first 

half tone secret image. The ensuing theme maintains the good 

security of the first extended visual cryptography approach 

[15]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Step-1: Enter the Confidential Data: 

Data communication means that causation info from one 

purpose to a different. Currently a day’s security is that the 

main space to be focused on digital communication like 

information confidentiality, information integrity and 

information authentication, because as technology increases 

day by day unauthorized users are also increasing. 

Step-2: Image Creation 

In this step plain data is converted into image as follows 
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Fig. 2: 

In this step, we produce a numeral from the 

password (symmetric key) and practice it future for the 

randomization technique, which is cast-off to encrypt the 

image folder. The quantity created from the password is case 

sensitive and be influenced by on respectively byte 

(character) of the password and is subject to change if there 

is a least change in the password.   

If  1 2 3 4 n
A , A , A , A .......A be the password, where 

dimension of the password ranges from 1, 2, 3, 4…..n and ‘n’ 

can be everything.  

Then, we first multiply 2k , where ‘k’ is the location 

of individual byte (character) of the password, to the ASCII 

vale of the byte of the password at point ‘k’. And retain on 

undertaking this till we have ended this technique for entirely 

the characters existing in the password. At that point we add 

all the standards, which is produced from the above-

mentioned step and signify this as A.  

Now, if 
1 2 j

P P , P , .......P 
 

, then we add every digit 

of that quantity to produce the code (number), i.e. we want to 

do: 
1 2 3 4 j

P P P P ....... P     and acquire the distinctive 

quantity, which is important for the encryption method of 

randomization. We designate this exceptional number as 

‘Code’.  

For example: If the password is ‘abCD’, then,  

1 2 3 4
A a; A b; A C; A D      

       N 97 2 1 98 2 2 67 2 3 68 2 4 2210          

Code = 2 + 2 + 1 + 0 = 5 

 
Fig. 3: Proposed Encryption Model 

Step-3: Bits Rotation and Reversal Technique: 

In this step are rotated and reversed for improving security. A 

password is specified alongside with input data. Now we add 

the ASCII Value of individual byte of the password and 

produce a quantity from the password. This quantity is used 

for the Bits Revolution and Reverse procedure i.e., Quantity 

of bits to be rotated to left and overturned will be decided by 

the quantity generated by accumulation of ASCII Value of 

individual byte of the password. This generated quantity will 

be formerly modular operated by 7 to yield the effective 

number (PR), allowing to which the bits will be interchanged 

and overturned. Let P be the quantity produced after the 

password and NR (effective number) be the quantity of bits 

to be rotated to left and reversed. The relation between P and 

NR represented by equation (¡).  

NR P mod 7 ......(i)  

Here ‘7’ is the number of iterations required to 

reverse entire input byte 

And     
1 2 3 4 j

P P P P P . ...... P      
 

, 

 Now 

1 2 3 j
P , P , P , .......P  is the ASCII Value of each byte of the 

password.  

For example, 
 in i , j

P  is the significance of a pixel of an input 

data.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
b , b , b , b , b , b , b , b is equivalent eight bit binary 

representation of 
 in i , j

P .  

i.e.  
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8in i , j

P b , b , b , b , b , b , b , b  

If PR=5, five bits of input byte are alternated left to generate 

resultant byte as  6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5
b , b , b , b , b , b , b , b . After spin, 

rotated five bits i.e.
1 2 3 4 5

b , b , b , b , b , get reversed as 

5 4 3 2 1
b , b , b , b , b  and hence we acquire the resultant byte as

 6 7 8 5 4 3 2 1
b , b , b , b , b , b , b , b . This resultant byte is 

rehabilitated to corresponding decimal number
 out i , j

P .  

i.e.     6 7 8 5 4 3 2 1 out i , j
b , b , b , b , b , b , b , b P   

Here 
 out i , j

P  is the value of output pixel of resultant image.   

Image is Bit rotated 
and

Reversed 

 
Fig. 4: 

Since, the weight of each pixel is responsible for its 

colour, the change occurred in the weight of each pixel of 

input image due to modify Bits Rotation & Reversal 

generates the encrypted image. Figure 1 (a, b) shows input 

and encrypted images respectively. For the encryption 

process given password is “SD13”, whose NR = 6.  

Step-4: Secrete Sharing Technique: 

The Secret Sharing method is frequently used in allocating 

sensitive data between specific people. In this method a 

picture is divided into two shares.  

 
Fig. 5: Encryption of an image using Blowfish Algorithm 

Step-5: Apply Encryption Algorithm: 
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An encryption arrangement displays an important part in 

safeguarding the data loading or transporting it. Blowfish is a 

symmetric block cipher algorithm. It revenues a variable-

length key, starting 32 bits to 448 bits, creating it ideal for 

both domestic and exportable practices. In this step blowfish 

algorithm is applied. 

Bit rotated and
Reversed Image is  

Encrypted  

 
Fig. 6: 

 
Fig. 7: Decryption of an image using Blowfish Algorithm 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 
Fig. 8: 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper plain data encryption is based on the blowfish 

algorithm for confidential data transfer using secret sharing 

scheme. Secret sharing with Blowfish algorithm makes 

encryption and decryption technique challenging to deduct. 

So the information’s is extra protected. To sustain reliability 

blowfish algorithm alongside secret sharing theory is 

advanced and enriched technique of data encryption for 

private information’s transmission. 
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